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The nanoscale encapsulation of ferromagnetic structures has
received a great deal of attention because of the exciting
possibilities to use these materials in various applications that
range from novel electromagnetic[1] to biomedical devices.[2,3]

For example, nanoscale magnetic entities could be trans-
ported and concentrated at pretargeted locations or organs
within the human body by means of an external magnetic field
in order to exert a specific function with high local and
temporal precision. Therefore, functionalized magnetic nano-
dots, nanowires, or nanotubes have a high potential for in vivo
applications such as magnetic resonance imaging[4,5] or site-
selective drug delivery systems,[2, 3] if the magnetic property is
combined with an appropriate drug loading and release
mechanism.

TiO2 nanotubes are a highly promising encapsulating
material for a magnetic core as a high degree of biocompat-
ibility[6] can be combined with a broad range of other
functionalities. Since the pioneering work of Fujishima and
Honda in 1971,[7] it has been established that TiO2 is a highly
active photocatalyst; this is based on the ability of TiO2 to
produce electron–hole pairs upon light irradiation and
thereby create highly reactive radical species.[8–13] This
property of TiO2 has been intensively explored in the form
of photoelectrodes for the decomposition of various organic
pollutants in water[14–16] and air,[17–19] and it has been used in
self-cleaning,[20–22] disinfecting,[23, 24] and anticancer[24, 25] mate-
rials. The photocatalytic ability of TiO2 can be enhanced by

using nanosized TiO2 materials because of their large specific
surface area. Herein, we describe a simple way of embedding
magnetic properties into TiO2 nanotubes and demonstrate
their different site-selective photocatalytic applications. Not
only can these tubes be used as a magnetically guided
photocatalyst for the decomposition of organic matter but
also the photocatalytic mechanism can be exploited to release
an active species (a model drug). Among the various synthetic
routes used to prepare TiO2 nanotubes,[26–28] anodization
approaches have gained significant attention[29,30] as they lead
to highly ordered nanotubular arrangements. During the past
few years, our research group has contributed several
generations of anodically grown self-organized TiO2 nano-
tube layers by anodization of Ti in aqueous[31–33] and organic
electrolytes.[34–37]

In our approach, we use nanotube layers (Figure 1a) that
were produced in ethylene glycol/NH4F electrolytes[36–38] (see
Section S1 and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
These TiO2 nanotubes were filled with magnetic nanoparti-
cles by sucking a droplet of ferrofluid placed on the top of the
nanotube layer using a permanent magnet (see the Support-
ing Information). Figure 1b shows top- and side-view SEM
images of the nanotubes that are loaded with the magnetic
nanoparticles. It is clear from these images that the majority
of the inside tube walls were coated relatively uniformly with
the magnetic particles leaving a hollow space inside the tubes.
In contrast to other established but time-consuming and

Figure 1. SEM side view of the TiO2 nanotubes a) before and b) after
loading with the magnetic particles. The insets show the top view of
the corresponding samples. Optical images of nanotube layers coated
with octadecylophosphonic acid to make surface hydrophobic c) after
dropping the ferrofluid and d) the same sample shown in (c) after
exposure to a magnetic field from underneath the sample.
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expensive techniques to incorporate ferromagnetic structures
inside nanotubes, including chemical vapor deposition,[39] ion-
beam sputtering,[40] and the arc-discharge reaction,[41] this
simple approach that uses a permanent magnet allows an
effective and quick filling of the nanotubes.

Figure 1c,d shows an optical image sequence of droplets
of the magnetic suspension (10 mL) on the nanotube layer.
Without applying a magnetic field, the liquid wetted the
surface with a contact angle of approximately 108 (see
Figure S2a in the Supporting Information), which reflects
the surface�s hydrophilic and oleophilic nature.[42,43] In this
case, the magnetic particles can enter the tubes only because
of capillary forces, and only a small fraction of the nanotubes
can successfully be filled. However, when a magnetic force is
applied by a magnet placed underneath the samples, the
entire volume of the magnetite suspension can enter the
nanotubes within a fraction of a second (see Figure S2b in the
Supporting Information) and the contact angle thus becomes
virtually zero. It is particularly noteworthy that this magneti-
cally assisted tube filling even works very well with tubes that
are made hydrophobic by coating them with a monolayer of
octadecylphosphonic acid.[43] In this case, the contact angles
on such nanotube surfaces without (Figure 1c) and with an
external magnetic field (Figure 1d) were approximately 808
and 78, respectively. This result shows that, if desired, the
nanotube layers can be modified with virtually any organic
functionality and thereafter “magnetic filling” is still possible.

Magnetic measurements carried out with loaded tubes
also confirmed that they exhibit ferromagnetism at 5 K and
paramagnetism at 300 K (see Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information). As the tubes were annealed at 420 8C for
3 hours to remove the residual organic component from the
ferrofluid, the crystalline structure of the tubes was also
altered to an anatase structure, as shown by the XRD results
(see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). An anatase
structure of TiO2 is desirable as it represents the most active
crystal form for photocatalytic efficiency. Furthermore, the
XRD results show that the same crystalline structure of the
magnetic particles was observed before and after annealing,
which suggests that no oxidation of the loaded magnetic
particles occurred and, thus, the magnetic property of the
particles remained unchanged after annealing. Additionally,
we also performed energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS) to
confirm the presence of magnetic particles inside the tubes
(see Figure S5 in the Supporting Information).

In order to demonstrate the use of these nanotube layers
as magnetically guided photocatalysts, that is, to achieve
photocatalytic reactions at desired spatial locations, the
Fe3O4-filled TiO2 nanotubes were separated by bending the
substrate, and photocatalytic experiments were carried out in
an Acid Orange 7 (AO7, C16H11N2O4SNa) dye solution. A set
of images of the magnetic TiO2 nanotubes (0.02 g) placed in
the middle of a petri dish before UV light exposure and after
UV light exposure for 160 minutes are shown in Figure 2a
and b respectively. After UV light irradiation, a white patch
around the nanotube bundles that arises from the photo-
induced oxidation of the dye could be seen. To demonstrate
the ability of the magnetic nanotubes to act as a movable
photocatalyst, we installed a magnet underneath the petri

dish, just below the nanotubes (Figure 2b), and moved it
along one direction. After this guided movement, the white
patch on the original reaction was even more easily visible
(Figure 2c,d, a movie of the nanotube movement is shown in
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). It should be noted
that no significant photocatalytic degradation of the organic
dye other than in the vicinity of the nanotube bundles was
observed.

The photocatalytic effect can be exploited to release
highly defined molecular entities (for example drugs) from
the nanotubes. To demonstrate this effect, magnetic nano-
tubes were prepared and separated from the substrate, then a
violet-blue (402 nm) fluorescent marker, a model drug that
can be activated with UV light, was attached to the TiO2

nanotubes by using a silane coupling agent as a cross-linker.
The release concept is based on the fact that the UV-induced
hole generation in the valence band of the TiO2 will lead to
chain-scission of a monolayer attached to TiO2. As outlined in
Figure 3a, the cleavage takes place at the anchoring siloxane
groups,[42] which causes the release of the model drug (the
fluorescent molecule in the present study). Figure 3 c–g shows
that when the dye-functionalized nanotubes (surrounded by
water) were irradiated with a UV laser, the expected violet-
blue fluorescence from the marker could be observed. After
few seconds of irradiation with UV light, the release of the
fluorescent marker into the electrolyte was clearly visible.
This result not only provides proof of the release principle,
but also provides evidence that chain-scission indeed occurs
much faster than photoinduced degradation of the fluores-
cence marker, that is, the fluorescence marker escapes the
range of the photogenerated radicals before they can destroy
the active molecule. The ability to guide the system was again
confirmed by moving a permanent magnet placed underneath
the petri dish. As shown in Figure 3c–g (see also the movie in
Figure S7 in the Supporting Information), the nanotubes

Figure 2. Magnetically guided photocatalytic activity of Fe3O4 particles
loaded into TiO2 nanotubes, as demonstrated by a photocatalytic
degradation sequence of Acid Orange 7 by magnetic TiO2 nanotubes
in aqueous agar solution. Images are shown a) before, b) after
illumination with UV light for 160 min, and c), d) after moving the
nanotube bundles at increments of 1 cm on each step guided by a
permanent magnet.
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followed the magnet and continuously released the fluores-
cent dye as long as UV light irradiation was continued. In a
similar experiment, the nanotubes were repeatedly washed
with water and reilluminated in fresh water with the UV laser.
In all the repetition cycles, the nanotubes continued to
fluoresce and showed a fluorescence track as shown in
Figure 3. When illumination was stopped, release of the
fluorescence was also terminated. The results were further
confirmed by additional release kinetics studies by using
fluorescence microscopy (see Section S5 and Figure S8 in the
Supporting Information). Overall, the results show that a
highly temporally and spatially controlled photoinduced drug
release can be realized by using the principle presented here.

It should be pointed out that this release approach is almost
unique to TiO2 , as its bond-breaking ability for attached
linker molecules occurs because of the relative position of the
TiO2 valence band relative to the water redox levels.

The photocatalytic activity of the magnetic TiO2 nano-
tubes may additionally be directly exploited to kill unwanted
cells in the human body. An example of the photoinduced
killing of cancer cells by using the TiO2 nanotubes is shown in
Figure 4 (for details, see Section S6 and Figure S9 in the

Supporting Information and Ref. [44]). In view of in vivo
biomedical applications, it should be pointed out that super-
band-gap excitation of TiO2 to stimulate photocatalytic
activity can be achieved not only by UV light but also by X-
ray sources,[45, 46] thus opening up possibilities for a non-
invasive therapy in the living body.

In summary, we have presented a simple approach to the
fabrication of magnetic TiO2 nanotubes that can be magneti-
cally guided in three dimensions. We have shown two key
applications of these magnetic nanotubes: 1) as a photo-
catalyst for the photooxidative decomposition of organic
species (such as cancer cells) at selected locations and 2) for
site-specific photoinduced release of active molecules such as
drugs.
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Photochemische Wirkstoff-Freisetzung
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Magnetically Guided Titania Nanotubes
for Site-Selective Photocatalysis and Drug
Release Nichts wie raus! Die zeitlich und r�um-

lich gesteuerte Freisetzung von Farb- oder
Wirkstoffmolek�len gelingt mithilfe pho-
tokatalytisch aktiver TiO2-Nanor�hren
(siehe Bild). Die Bindung zwischen den
aktiven Molek�len und den Nanor�hren,

die mit magnetischen Fe3O4-Nanoparti-
keln gef�llt sind, wird durch UV-Bestrah-
lung gespalten. So entweicht die Ladung,
bevor photochemisch erzeugte Radikale
sie zersetzen k�nnen.
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